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ABSTRACT

Soccer robot is a kind of synthetic multi-agent that fuses information, artificial intelligence, image, computer and other relative information together, the paper just based on this, it researches soccer robot path strategic problems, establishes soccer robot motion model and particle algorithm optimization model, and finally it gets that the model plays a positive role in soccer robot path strategic problems.
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PREFACE

Regarding robot soccer aspect research, it was developed in the second half of 20th century, and continued to grow in subsequently development that got evolved in each field, meanwhile, soccer robot competitions were gradually increasing in all parts of the country. In soccer robot competition, whether it can win, the key relies on soccer robot degree of intelligence; it defines soccer robot motion and path according to field known information so that can arrive at destination at shortest time with shortest distance.

Regarding shortest path strategy problems soccer robot researching aspect, formers have already made many contributions, such as: Liu Zhao and others regarding soccer robot wins the competition in competition process, they proposed particle swarm optimization, and established a soccer robot motion selection set, judged which motions to be selected and ran by environment, and combined with particle swarm relative model commonly decided final motion and path planning.

The paper just on the basis of previous thoughts, it carries out soccer robot correlation research and analysis, in order to defeat opponent in the competition, it should arrive at destination at shortest time with shortest distance, so the shortest path strategy is the focus of research, by combining with control and dynamics correlation researches, then it proposes particle algorithm optimization model, and finally it gets that the model is best choice, it will provide extremely beneficial conditions for soccer robot arriving at destination that builds foundation for soccer robot development.

SOCCER ROBOT MOVEMENT RESEARCH MODEL

Soccer robot kinematic model

Soccer robot is moving by two wheels rotating, if ground contacting point and wheel are rolling, then solve robot movement can according to rigid body mechanical structure, its formula is:
\[ V_L = r \cdot \omega_L, \quad V_R = r \cdot \omega_R, \quad V = \frac{V_R + V_L}{2} \quad (1) \]

\[ \omega = \frac{V_R - V_L}{L} \quad (2) \]

Distance between two wheels is using \( L \) to represent; soccer robot wheel radius is using \( r \) to express; soccer robot left and right wheel angular speed and linear speed are using \( \omega_L, \omega_R \) to express, soccer robot mass center angular speed and linear speed are using \( \omega, V \) to express; then, corresponding trolley motion configuration is as Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Soccer robot motion model](image)

Let \( S \) to be soccer robot speed vector, then corresponding formula is:

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix} V \\ \omega \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} \\ -\frac{1}{L} & \frac{1}{L} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V_L \\ V_R \end{bmatrix} \quad (3)
\]

\( P \) represents soccer robot position, then corresponding formula is:

\[ P = [x, y]^T \quad (4) \]

\( P_o \) represents soccer robot posture, then corresponding formula is:

\[ P_o = [x, y, \theta]^T \quad (5) \]

And let soccer robot left and right wheel speed vector to be defined as \( V_A = [V_L, V_R] \) for expressing, then:

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} \\ -\frac{1}{L} & \frac{1}{L} \end{bmatrix} V_A \quad (6)
\]

By the above formula, we can get soccer robot left and right speed vector and angular speed as well as linear speed mutual transformational relations, so it can control whole soccer robot by above any one factor.

By above formula, we can get:

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix} x \\ y \\ \theta \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta & 0 \\ \sin \theta & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V \\ \omega \end{bmatrix} \quad (7)
\]

Furthermore, it can calculate:

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix} x \\ y \\ \theta \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta/2 & \cos \theta/2 \\ \sin \theta/2 & \sin \theta/2 \\ -1/L & 1/L \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V_L \\ V_R \end{bmatrix} \quad (8)
\]

After making discretization on above formula, we can get:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_t &= x_{t-1} + V_{t-1} \Delta t \cos \theta_{t-1} \\
y_t &= y_{t-1} + V_{t-1} \Delta t \sin \theta_{t-1} \\
\theta_t &= \theta_{t-1} + \omega_{t-1} \Delta t
\end{align*} \quad (9)
\]

Therefore, we can deduce soccer robot motion coordinate definition is:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_t &= x_{t-1} + V_{t-1} \Delta t \\
y_t &= y_{t-1} \\
\theta_t &= \theta_{t-1} + \omega_{t-1} \Delta t
\end{align*} \quad (10)
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
x_t &= x_{t-1} + V_{t-1} \Delta t \\
y_t &= y_{t-1} + V_{t-1} \Delta t \\
\theta_t &= \theta_{t-1} + \omega_{t-1} \Delta t
\end{align*} \quad (11)
\]

On above, sampling period can be expressed as \( \Delta t \); t-1 moment soccer robot mass center angular speed and linear speed can be expressed as \( \omega_{t-1}, V_{t-1} \), soccer robot motion state at t-1 and t moment can be expressed as \( \theta_{t-1}, x_{t-1}, y_{t-1} \) and \( \theta_t, x_t, y_t \).

By kinematic rigid body formula, we can get soccer robot kinematic curvature radius is:
\[ \rho = \frac{L(V_R + V_L)}{2(V_R - V_L)} \quad (12) \]

By above formula, we can calculate mass center, and combine with above solved period, then it can solve threshold and corresponding next period coordinate is:

\[ P_{t+1} = P_{t-1} + \text{sign}(\omega) \cdot \rho \left[ \sin \theta_t - \sin \theta_{t-1} \right] \quad (13) \]

### Soccer robot competition motion function correlation analysis

**1) Soccer robot fixed target location motion analysis**

Soccer robot, if it can achieve simultaneous turn in motion process, then it can arrive at correct and fast motion, its corresponding formula can be expressed as:

\[ (V_R - V_L) \cdot \Delta t = K \theta \quad (14) \]

\[ (V_R + V_L) / 2 \cdot \Delta t = f(d) \quad (15) \]

In above formula, distance between soccer robot and target point is \( d \); Target direction angle and soccer robot direction angle balance is using \( \theta \) to express.

**2) Unchanged speed soccer robot kinematics analysis**

If soccer robot wants to make unchanged speed motion, then set two wheels speed as fixed values, corresponding formula is:

\[ V = V_L = V_R \quad (16) \]

**3) Soccer robot spinning kinematics analysis**

By controlling soccer robot two wheels rotational speed, it can realize itself surrounding spinning, which also means wheels speed sizes are equal but directions are actually opposite, corresponding formula is:

\[ V = V_L = -V_R \quad (17) \]

And in general, soccer robot always realizes itself spinning in motion process, so above formula is not suitable, therefore we introduces two wheels rotational speeds inconsistency formula that:

\[ V_L = K \cdot V_R = V_L + K \quad (18) \]

To sum up, in order to let soccer robot change direction while moving in motion process, so that it can arrive at destination at shortest time, so the paper according to above mentioned motion function, it further makes optimization, and gets formula as:

\[ f(d) = 1 / (1 + e^{-\beta d}) - 0.5 \quad (19) \]

By above formula, we can see whether it can accurately arrive at destination is up to \( k \) to control.

### STRATEGIC SOCCER ROBOT PATH AND PARTICLE IMMUNE ALGORITHMS APPLICATION

The paper tries to strengthen soccer robot and look for optimal path ability one method by combining fast information processed immune algorithms with particle swarm simple fast convergent algorithm.

### Regarding soccer robot path correlation research

In order to solve soccer robot shortest path problem, the paper introduces immune particle swarm to answer, from which path coding is indispensible, and path coding is as following Figure 2 show:

In searched path region, it can be expressed as:

\[ L_j = \{A_{j_0}, A_{j_1}, A_{j_2}, \ldots, A_{j_m}, A_{j_{m-1}}, A_{j_n}\} \quad (20) \]

Among them, it divides horizontal coordinate into \( n \) portions, after connecting all points together, let end point to be \( A_{j_n} \) and starting point to be \( A_{j_0} \) 's, \( A_j \) and, \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, m \), \( i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, n \), so it can express these points in coordinate system, gets:

\[ L_j = \{(x_{j_0}, y_{j_0}), (x_{j_1}, y_{j_1}), (x_{j_2}, y_{j_2}), \ldots, \} \]

![Figure 2 : Schematic path coding](image)
When end point and starting point coordinates are known, it can be expressed as \((x_{ji}, y_{ji})\) point is \(A_i\) in coordinate system, so we can see a regarding \(\{x_{j0}, x_{j1}, x_{j2}, \ldots, x_{jn-1}, x_{jn}\}\) arithmetic sequence, in formula \(i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, n\); \(b = DIST / n\), \(DIST\) and \(x_{ji} = i \cdot b\), and segment OD length is path end point and starting point horizontal coordinates’ distance, so we can simplify code about path, the result is: 

\[
L_j = \{0, y_{j1}, y_{j2}, \ldots, y_{ji}, \ldots, y_{jn-1}, a\}
\]

In above formula, target point in vertical coordinate axis coordinate is \(a\), and \(i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, n - 10\).

Based on above process, we can get that after converting two dimensions into one dimension is not only beneficial to function’s calculation but also simplify path coding.

**Algorithm optimization model**

Due to soccer robot competition process gets involved in multiple factors, particle swarm algorithm cannot meet its demand to some extent, it will generate final result as partial optimal problem, to make up the shortcoming, the paper introduces concentration controlled immune algorithm to optimize algorithm structural function.

**Optimize and standardize particle swarm algorithm**

In \(V_i = (v_{i1}, v_{i2}, \ldots, v_{in})\) as particle speed standard particle swarm optimization algorithm, now use \(X_i = (x_{i1}, x_{i2}, x_{i3}, \ldots x_{in})\) to express particle’s position, use \(P_{best_i} = (P_{best_{i1}}, P_{best_{i2}}, \ldots, P_{best_{in}})\) to express current the \(i\) particle searched best position, then the whole particle swarm best position can be expressed as:

\[
G_{best_i} = (G_{best_{i1}}, G_{best_{i2}}, \ldots, G_{best_{in}})
\]

So particle swarm evolution formula is:

\[
V_i = \omega \times V_i + c_1 \times rand() \times (P_{best_i} - X_i) + c_2 \times rand() \times (G_{best_i} - X_i)
\]

\[
X_i = X_i + V_i
\]

**Algorithm correlation parameters research**

In order to balance convergent speed and precise, it needs to select a proper inertia factor that is original speed to this moment speed one kind of influence factor, combines with the paper features, we can express the factor by following formula:

\[
\omega = \omega_{max} - \frac{\omega_{max} - \omega_{min}}{D_{max}} \times d
\]

Maximum iteration time is expressed by \(D_{max}\), according to previous experience, we can take value as \(\omega_{max} = 0.9, \omega_{min} = 0.4\), now iteration times can use \(d\) to express, maximum weight then can be expressed as \(\omega_{max}\), then corresponding minimum weight can be expressed as \(\omega_{min}\). Besides, we can express each item weight that used to count acceleration as \(c_1, c_2\), according to previous experience and textual features, it can let:

\[
c_1 = 1.4, c_2 = 1.4
\]

Regarding objective function shortest path length, we can express it as:

\[
fit_i = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sqrt{(x_{ji} - x_{ji-1})^2 + (y_{ji} - y_{ji-1})^2}
\]

In above formula \((x_{ji}, y_{ji})\) refers to path \(j\) corresponding the \(i\) point coordinate.

In order to let soccer robot stays away from barrier in competition process, we can establish corresponding model, its formula is:

\[
OB_i(k) = \min \left\{ 0, \sqrt{(x_{ji} - x_k)^2 + (y_{ji} - y_k)^2} - 2r \right\}
\]

In above formula, \(k\) value is \(1, 2, 3, \ldots, q\)

Combine with above relative algorithms to establish particle swarm optimization flow, regarding particle swarm algorithm’s concrete steps are as following Figure 3 show:

**ALGORITHMS PARAMETERS AND PROCESS IMPLEMENTATION RESULT**

By above statement, combine the algorithm with Matlab and relative parameters selection problem,
to express moving to final one point, and can take step distance $b = 5$, then we can get TABLE 1.

By calculation, we can get regarding particle swarm algorithm average value is 198.99, and particle swarm immune algorithm running result is 151.09.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The paper solves about soccer robot shortest path arriving at destination problem by establishing soccer robot dynamics model and particle algorithm correlation research model. By establishing soccer robot dynamics model, it solves that shortest path way to arrive at destination in each motion process is moving and meanwhile changing directions, to further optimize path problem, it introduces particle algorithm model, after researching, it combines particle algorithm with immune ability to optimize the algorithm, finally it gets that algorithm after optimizing convergence is obvious stronger than that before optimizing by running program, so the algorithm is more beneficial for soccer robot destination reaching way.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Running time</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle swarm algorithm</td>
<td>241.97</td>
<td>193.05</td>
<td>158.34</td>
<td>174.62</td>
<td>165.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle swarm immune algorithm</td>
<td>151.20</td>
<td>151.41</td>
<td>151.28</td>
<td>155.94</td>
<td>151.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Running time</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle swarm algorithm</td>
<td>189.58</td>
<td>161.56</td>
<td>164.44</td>
<td>178.47</td>
<td>206.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle swarm immune algorithm</td>
<td>149.76</td>
<td>151.14</td>
<td>151.16</td>
<td>152.20</td>
<td>151.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


